the web’s No1 for
psychometric testing

www.peoplemaps.com

Personality Profiling
Tools to make your staff
recruitment & development easier
Easy | Instant | Online

Don't leave it to chance - use profiling and make
better recruitment decisions

Essential for staff development & recruitment increasing staff retention

Screening candidates for interviews can be
time-consuming, and subjective. Online Profiling from
PeopleMaps helps you compile a really good short list
from all your candidates - getting you the right people
for interview.

PeopleMaps brings you a low-cost alternative to
traditional profilers. Our unique questionnaire is made
up of only 10 questions, with no compromise on
accuracy.

Low cost reports and quick questionnaires increasing your efficiency
Building happy and productive teams can depend on
a balance of personalities. Personality Profiles from
PeopleMaps help you build balanced teams and help
your existing teams understand one another better.

Affordable Profiling for everyone. Junior & exec
appointments
We've revolutionised Profiling - you buy what you want,
when you want it. We won't ask you for a minimum
order, and there are no set up fees or hidden costs ever... Reports average £25 each (inc VAT) and start
from under £10.

Try it out FREE!
Start now and get FREE reports! Get full
instant access to our complete system.
Free reports to get you started!
Go on - there's nothing to lose, and we won't
ask you for your credit card until you decide to buy.

www.peoplemaps.com

Designed for busy recruiters and busy candidates, our
online system requires no software for you to install.
And unlike traditional profilers, we write your reports in
plain English - so you won't need to spend on training
or consultancy to interpret them.
The psychology behind PeopleMaps
The psychological profiler underpinning PeopleMaps is
a Jungian profile designed to measure an individual's
psychological make-up. Jung's bi-polar scales measure
the attitudes of introversion and extraversion, together
with the rational preferences of thinking and feeling and
the irrational preferences of sensing and intuition. These
are combined to arrive at the psychological profile or type.
Why choose PeopleMaps?
We deliver a full range of psychological profiling
products for consumers and organisations across the
globe. Because we use Internet technology, we can
deliver our service at vastly reduced prices when
compared to traditional service providers, making
psychological profiling products accessible to
everyone.

TESTIMONIALS /////////////////
"easy-to-use" - Chris Horne
"the reports are spot on" - Jenny Scott
"quick and cost effective" - Adam Green
"outstanding value for money" - Paul Bradley
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